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despair—despair that any human being should have been
found to write it. ... The paragraph haunted me for years,
coming as it did after that conversation in a bus. . . . And
then, by one of those coincidences^ the other day the identical
article was given me in Toulon by a friend who was giving
up housekeeping and thought me a fitting recipient for a
considerable part of his library. And here is the paragraph:
ceMy last impression of North Carolina was an industrial
nocturne . . . a blaze of tiered lights, a roar of sleepless machines,
the picture framed in night as black as once it was among the
pine-forests of the State's origin. With those shorn forests there
has passed away forever [sic] her Golden Age and instead she
stands upon the threshold of industrial power."*
§
And so my depression at the thought of North Carolina
reached its deepest—in the summer of 1926. ... And
then I made the acquaintance of a young lady who, in
addition to the charms of the South, possessed the engaging
habit, at odd moments of elation, of, as it were, kicking up
her spirited heels and exclaiming that, Tarheel born,
Tarheel she intended to remain. . . . That gave me the
idea that you might love even that poor State. And then
I met some agreeable people from the neighbourhood of
Winston Salem who assured me that, far from being merely
industrial. North Carolina's chief interest was in the noble
herb tobacco; and they introduced me to some people
from Duke University., Durham, who were of Ohio origin
and they, knowing my interest in gardening and craftsman-
ship, assured me that not only was the truck industry that
was growing by leaps and bounds the most important
interest of the State* but there were pro rata more self-suffi-
ciency farmers in South Carolina than in any other State
in the Union. And these men lived in houses built by remote
ancestors owning neither furniture nor clothes not made
* Mr. Melville Chater's article is not all as bad as that. It contains
some tribute to the natural beauties of the Blue Ridge uplands and the
sand-banked sea-shore and it shows some awareness of the merits of
peaches and melons as part of the products of the State.

